
 

Information on control of entrance gate and entrance 
gate from 1.9.2021 

Wicket (pedestrians): 

- When coming from the street, use the chip or the EVVA Airkey application to open 
the wicket. 

- To leave the premises, use the contactless exit button EXIT to open the wicket. 
 

Gate (by car): 

Entry for parking lot tenants  

a) Through the vehicle license plate - cameras at the entrance gate will be able to 
distinguish vehicle license plates, if the system lists the license plate of the tenant who will 
park in the area, the gate will open automatically, for this option the tenant must notify the 
landlord of the license plate of his vehicle 

b) Via the GSM gateway - the tenant connects via his mobile phone with the gate opening 
system and the gate opens the gateway, the connection will take place by dialling a phone 
number +420 727 946 454 (the system will not connect a phone call, but will only register an 
incoming call from the mobile phone), for this option the tenant must notify the landlord in 
advance of the list of telephone numbers that will be used to open the gate. 

Entrance to visiting places (Nos. 63 and 64)  

It is possible only after prior reservation by e-mail: správce@rezidencestaropramenna.cz, 
which can be made no later than 24 hours before the requested entrance, and only on 
weekdays. For capacity reasons, it is possible that reservations will not be possible if the 
seats are occupied. When reporting the entrance, it is necessary to indicate the date of 
entry, the name of the visitor (person or the name of the company), the purpose of the 
entrance, the name of the tenant/client of the entrance, the planned arrival and the planned 
departure. Parking in 2 reserved parking spaces is possible for a maximum of 120 min. free 
of charge. After exceeding this time limit, i.e. from the 3rd hour started to the 24th hour 
after the entry of the vehicle, the parking fee will be charged at a total uniform rate of CZK 
500.00 including VAT. Payment of parking fee will be invoiced to the tenant/customer of 
parking at visiting places. This tenant/customer is also liable for the timely departure of the 
reported person.  

The entry of wagons of parcel and delivery services (Czech Post, PPL, DPD, etc.) with bulky 
shipments will also be allowed only with the above reservation. 

Entry without reporting will only be allowed to safety and rescue services or emergency 
vehicles in connection with a possible accident, e.g. an accident of water supply, electricity.. 

Exit - The gate opens automatically. 



 


